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THE JACOBSON FLARE
222MB app; RRP $29.99
Available from the Apple App Store
www.jacobsonflare.com

BORN TO FLY
by Ryan Campbell
319 pages paperback; RRP $29.99
Harlequin www.harlelquinbooks.com.au
In 2013, 19-years-old Australian Ryan
Campbell became the youngest person to fly
around the world solo, taking his Cirrus SR22
from Albion Park near Sydney and back via
the Pacific, Hawaii, mainland USA, Iceland,
Britain, Europe, the Middle East and SouthEast Asia. The journey took 70 days, covering
44,450km and 15 countries.
It was a significant achievement and
recounted here in Ryan’s own words. The
whole adventure is well captured including the
difficulties in getting organised, raising sponsorship, the very considerable administrative
and logistical issues associated with flying
around the world in a light aircraft, media
coverage and obligations and so on.
The mechanics of the flying itself make
for interesting reading, but so do the
emotions involved, like the feelings of uncertainty while over a large expanse of water
with one engine and no options if something
goes wrong. It’s all very well portrayed in a
friendly and often amusing manner.
Equally importantly, the absolute passion
Ryan Campbell has for flying comes out
strongly as does the strength of character
required to pull this off. All very good stuff.
HORNET COUNTRY
by Tom Moclair & Andrew McLaughlin
164 pages soft cover;
RRP $39.95 + $11.90 p&p in Australia
Phantom Media
www.australianaviation.com.au
Email: mail@phantommedia.com.au
Tel: +61 2 6232 7474
This is a substantial update to Andrew
McLaughlin’s excellent original Hornets Down
Under which was published in 2005 and told
the story of the RAAF’s acquisition and use of

Of course an awful lot has happened to
influence the Australian Hornet story since
then – the need to keep the original ‘classic’
Hornets flying for longer than planned due to
lengthy delays with the F-35A JSF programme,
the retirement of the F-111, the acquisition of
F/A-18F Super Hornets and the recent ordering
of EA-18G Growlers.
Tom Moclair is responsible for the
additional material and the book has been
produced in partnership with Boeing. It has
been completely revamped in terms of layout
and design, is heavily illustrated with not just
photographs but also numerous drawings,
diagrams and profiles (by Juanita Franzi) and
fold-out colour cutaways of the Super Hornet
and Growler.
The text is comprehensive and includes
interviews with a number of the people
involved. It brings all aspects of the Hornet’s
Australian story up to date and the result is a
very worthy addition to our libraries.
FORTY YEARS ON
by Don Cameron
268 pages softcover;
RRP $55.00 incl postage in Australia
Queensland Air Museum
Available from the museum shop or go to
www.qam.com.au and then ‘online shop’ link
The Queensland Air Museum at Caloundra
is one of the most successful institutions of
its kind in Australia with strong management,
a dedicated band of volunteers and a large
and fascinating collection of aircraft, engines,
propellers, equipment, memorabilia and
more. If you’re in that part of the world,
you should visit it.
This book celebrates the 40th anniversary
of the QAM and contains a history of the
museum plus detailed information on its
collection. Much more than just a list cataloguing the exhibits, it gives a general history
of each aircraft type plus that of the specific
aircraft in the collection. Similar information is

For nearly three decades, Captain David
Jacobson has been arguing that since the
beginning of flight, how we have been
taught to land an aircraft is fundamentally
Screen shot from The Jacobson Flare showing a
incorrect, that the conventional ‘power
Cessna 172 on short finals into a short grass strip.
controls rate of descent and elevators control
speed’ is opposite to what should happen for a stable approach and successful landing.
In a coupled ILS approach, the glide path and therefore rate of descent is controlled
by elevators and the speed by power, so why not apply that to all landings?
This comprehensive and interactive app goes through the science of landing in great
theoretical and practical detail utilising the principles of the ‘Jacobson Flare’. The approach
is that landing can be taught as a logical skill rather than an art and these principles can be
applied to any aircraft whether it be Cessna 150 or an Airbus A380.
There is too much in this app to go through all of its features here, but it is full of
science, tables, videos, graphics, diagrams plus information for numerous specific aircraft.
Airliners dominate but GA is not forgotten. It also provokes thought and assessment of
how we go about things when landing an aeroplane.
Many pilots agree with the theories and practical aspects behind the Jacobson Flare
and one of the aims of its creator is to have these adopted by airlines and flying training
organisations. Some already do, but it’s always a very big ask to change anything that’s
solidly established and ingrained in our psyche. But as the word spreads about the
Jacobson Flare, you never know.

The result is a useful and interesting
reference for those interested in aviation
history – presumably almost everyone reading
this – and purchasing the book helps our
friends at the QAM continue their good work.
WORLD WAR TWO
FROM ABOVE
by Jeremy Harwood
208 pages casebound;
RRP $32.99 or eBook $7.49
Exisle Publishing
www.exislepublishing.com.au
Tel: (02) 4998 3327
Subtitled ‘an aerial view of the global conflict’,
this nicely produced volume covers an oftignored but very significant part of the air war
of 1939-45: photographic reconnaissance.
The book traces the history of aerial
reconnaissance from its balloon origins,
through WWI and to WWII. This is in itself is
interesting and leads to the main parts of the
book which concentrate on a couple of
dozen specific campaigns in which PR made
a vital contribution. These include the Battle
of Britain, Russia, Pearl Harbour and the
Pacific, Germany’s V-weapons, the dams
raid, D-Day and after and much more.
In terms of information it’s very good,
the words supported – as is the norm these
days, thankfully – by numerous illustrations
including maps and diagrams.

WARBIRDS DOWNUNDER
AIRSHOW 2013
73 minutes DVD; RRP $35.00
Temora Aviation Museum
Available from the museum shop or go to
www.aviationmuseum.com.au and
‘merchandise’ link
The Temora Aviation Museum has now run
two of its enormously successful biennial
Warbirds Downunder air shows and this
DVD covers the most recent held in
November last year.
Nicely produced by Leading Edge Media for
the TAM, it recalls the flying display from go to
whoa and also has other interesting items
including air-to-air and ‘in cockpit’ sequences
(one of them with David Lowy as he displays
the Spitfire VIII) and interviews with pilots.
For those who were there this will bring
back memories of a terrific show. For those
who weren’t there it will make you wish you

It combine’s Daw’s extensive collection of
ASA material with footage shot by Richard
Lockheed in the mid-1980s. The first disc is
full of photographs of aircraft and people
along with reproductions of timetables and
numerous other memorabilia covering ASA’s
history between 1959 and 1986 plus that of
its predecessor, Guinea Airways.
The second disc (72 minutes) takes the
viewer into the cockpit of Fokker F27 VH-MMR
on a scheduled service from Adelaide to Port
Lincoln and Ceduna and back. It’s fascinating
and very interesting viewing and includes radio
transmissions, footage from the tower and so
on. It starts with the F27’s skipper arriving at
Adelaide Airport in his Toyota Celica and takes
it from there in great detail.
The film was shot by Richard Lockheed
when he was a school teacher and intended

aviation in Australia. It is interspersed with other
bits of footage and information about Guinea
Airways and ASA and ends with in-cockpit
footage of ASA’s final flight in June 1986.
Get the book as well and you’ll have the
full ASA history package!
TOO MANY BOOKS!
Who said print is dead? We’ve been inundated with
books to review over the last couple of months and
there simply hasn’t been enough time to read and
therefore review them. We’ll do our best to work
through the backlog as soon as we can – unfortunately
there’s only 24 hours in a day!

